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Music Culture of Edo

KANDA Yutsuki

Futokoroni-Tamaru-Morokuzu  (“A Scrapbook of Odds and Ends,” abbreviated hereafter as 

“Morokuzu”) contains many ichimaizuri (single page prints) related to the art of storytelling and music in 

the early modern period. As a rakugo performer, Irifune Senzo-  naturally had an interest in storytelling, and 

in Japanese society in the 19th Century it was common to have a diverse range of musical performances 

held in the same yose (entertainment halls) and tatami rooms as rakugo performances. Morokuzu is an 

important historical document for understanding society in this regard. Thus, in this paper I will consider 

the ichimaizuri contained in Morokuzu from four perspectives related to Edo music culture.

The first perspective is that of the relationship between music and the red light district. The ichimaizuri 

in Morokuzu would have provided insight into the latest information about contemporary music that came 

from teahouses in the Yoshiwara and Ryo- goku districts, in addition to other forms of amusement. In these 

ichimaizuri, music is a secondary form of play as well as a nurturing factor in people's livelihoods; the imag-

es show how broadly music permeated society as a form of culture.

The second perspective is the relationship between music and the culture surrounding skill training. In 

schools of a given art form with an iemoto system (having one person at the head of a school), the iemoto 

or his apprentice would hold nabirome-kai ceremonies when the title was passed on or on the anniversary 

of someone’s death, and Morokuzu contains images of these ceremonies as well. Outside of cases deemed 

necessary for geido-  (the artistic “ways”), gaudy ichimaizuri depicting nabirome-kai and their distribution 

by intermediaries were targets of regulation by the magistrate’s office. In contrast to this, however, and per-

haps as a reflection of Senzo- ’s own identity as a performer, many of the ichimaizuri in Morokuzu are based 

on geido- .

The third perspective is music as an art form in yose. There are multiple images depicting the villa 

of a yose called “Hiromoto.” It is thought that perhaps Senzo-  went there often or lived nearby.

The fourth perspective is the relationship between music and publishing culture. From the ichimai-

zuri in Morokuzu, we can see how “selling” in contemporary publishing culture involved a number of 

businesses bound together with intertwined development. This is seen in how shops that printed and 

sold visual materials carried “medicine for the voice” (koe no okusuri) in addition to training books.

In conclusion, Morokuzu is a powerful clue in understanding Edo music culture, and, conversely, 

music culture could also be key when identifying the unique features of Morokuzu.   
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